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### Title:
Raul A. Villegas vs. Assemblyman Valentino L. Legaspi et al., and Eugenio J. Puyat vs. Hon.
Sixto T. J. De Guzman, Jr. et al.

### Facts:
Two separate cases, L-53869 and L-51928, questioned the legal standing of members of the
Batasang Pambansa to appear as counsel before Courts of First Instance, challenging the
provision in Section 11, Article VIII of the 1973 Philippine Constitution.

In the first case (L-53869), Raul A. Villegas filed a complaint against the Vera Cruz spouses
and Primitivo Cania, Jr. The respondents were represented by Valentino L. Legaspi, an
Assemblyman for Cebu province. Villegas contested Legaspi’s legal representation, arguing
the  constitutional  prohibition  against  Assemblymen  acting  as  counsel  in  lower  courts.
Initially handled by Judge Ceferino E. Dulay, the case was re-docketed and transferred due
to  potential  conflict  of  interest  related  to  Legaspi  representing  Dulay’s  wife  in  other
matters.  The new presiding judge,  Francisco  P.  Burgos,  refused to  disqualify  Legaspi,
leading Villegas to seek higher judicial intervention.

The  second  case  (L-51928),  involved  a  legal  dispute  over  the  sale  of  shares,  where
Assemblyman Estanislao Fernandez represented one of the parties. Similar constitutional
prohibitions were called into question concerning his appearance as counsel.

### Issues:
1. Whether members of the Batasang Pambansa are legally permitted to appear as counsel
before Courts of First Instance.
2.  The  constitutional  implications  of  Assemblymen practicing  law in  courts  of  original
jurisdiction.

### Court’s Decision:
The  Supreme  Court  clarified  that  while  the  1973  Constitution  originally  prohibited
Assemblymen from appearing before courts inferior to those with appellate jurisdiction,
subsequent amendments and interpretations favored restricting this prohibition to courts
exercising  original  jurisdiction  only,  thereby  allowing  for  appearances  in  appellate
capacities. The Court reasoned that this interpretation aligns with the intention to minimize
undue influence on judiciary proceedings and to uphold judicial independence. As such,
Assemblymen Legaspi and Fernandez were prohibited from acting as counsel in the Courts
of First Instance for the cases in question, as these were instances of original and not
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appellate jurisdiction.

### Doctrine:
The Supreme Court established a key doctrine that members of the Batasang Pambansa
(now the Philippine Congress) are prohibited from appearing as legal counsel before courts
of original jurisdiction, emphasizing the intention to protect the judiciary from potential
undue influence exerted by legislative members acting as legal counsel. The interpretation
underscored  a  distinction  between  appearance  in  “appellate  practice”  versus  “original
practice”,  with  the  former  being  allowed  given  specific  constitutional  provisions  and
amendments.

### Class Notes:
– Key Concepts:
– Appellate vs. Original Jurisdiction: Understanding the distinction and implications for legal
practice by members of the legislature.
– Constitutional Prohibition: The intent and scope of constitutional provisions restricting the
legal practice of legislators.
–  Verbatim Statute/Provision:  “No member  of  the  Batasang Pambansa shall  appear  as
counsel before any court without appellate jurisdiction.”
– Application: The prohibition is aimed at preserving the independence of the judiciary by
limiting the potential for undue influence by legislators in their capacity as legal counsel,
specifically in cases of original jurisdiction.

### Historical Background:
The cases underscore a critical period in Philippine legal and constitutional development,
reflecting the evolving understanding and application of prohibitions against lawmakers
practicing  law.  These  decisions  reflect  the  ongoing tension  between professional  legal
practice  and  legislative  duties,  set  against  the  backdrop  of  efforts  to  ensure  judicial
independence and minimize conflicts of interest within the government’s different branches.
This  context  highlights  the  Philippine  judiciary’s  role  in  interpreting  constitutional
provisions in light of contemporary circumstances and the broader intent of upholding the
separation of powers and integrity of the judicial process.


